
Chapter 156:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
BATTLE STRENGTH TEST, RANKING RAPIDLY
INCREASED
A few hours later, Lu Yuan was sitting in the waiting position in the lobby, and several
students lined up in front of him.

These are all seniors who want to buy things with Lu Yuan.

In the past few hours, Lu Yuan sold too many items, and only six of the second-tier
lord-level genetic weapons were sold.

Because the quality is not as good as the four previously sold to Siding Lei, they add up
to about 120,000 credits.

In addition to the lord-level genetic weapons, there are also the leader-level and the
boss-level, but the number of sales is more, and the total amount is about 150,000
credits.

In addition, a lord-level transcendent gene was sold at a price of two hundred thirty
thousand.

This is only the second-tier genetic armament, and the first-tier genetic armament.

In addition to genetic weapons, genetic evolution fluids, charms and psionic bombs
have also been sold.

In total, Lu Yuan's credits at the moment are close to one million, reaching 892,500
credits!

It takes about 1.11 million credits to buy the Blinking Extraordinary Gene.

Because Lu Yuan himself had to cultivate, the spiritual power gene liquid would
definitely not be sold.
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In addition, he himself needs his hole cards. In case of danger, he may deal with it
calmly. The most precious part of charms, psionic bombs, and genetic potions will not
be sold.

In addition, there is also a second-order Consummation level mechanical lord, Lu Yuan
will not sell it for the time being, he needs to keep himself self- defense.

Unless he is strong enough to sell.

Therefore, Luyuan can sell relatively few things.

About half of the sales in these few hours have been consumed, and the remaining half
should be almost 1.11 million credits.

Even if it wasn't enough, Lu Yuan wasn't in a hurry. Anyway, he could continue to go
to the El Mechanical Ruins to obtain various resources, and it would be enough if he
went again.

The only thing Lu Yuan was worried about right now was that, after all, the items he
sold were all Tier 1 and Tier 2.

In the entire school, there are so many genetic warriors of Tier 1 and Tier 2, and their
credits are definitely not as good as Tier 3 and Tier 4 seniors.

Lu Yuan was a little skeptical. Even if all the first- and second-order students spent
credits to buy Lu Yuan's things, I am afraid that they would not be able to make up 2
million credits.

A Tier 1 genetic warrior is basically just not long after entering school. Like Yang Ping,
a month has passed, he has done a mission, and sold some things, and his credits are
only more than 500 points.

There are not too many other people.

As for the second-tier students, 10,000 credits in their hands are already considered a

lot.

After all, they themselves also need to consume credits, whether it is buying
consumables or practicing.



The senior who bought the Lord-level Transcendent Gene was still a Tier 3 general,
and Lu Yuan also saw him ask his friends to borrow a lot of credits before buying it.

After the first-level and second-level student credits are consumed, Lu Yuan can only
earn credits with extraordinary genes.

Lord-level and leader-level transcendent genes are needed even for Tier 3 and Tier 4
students.

Or wait for his cultivation base to be slightly higher, go to the core area of   the

floating city in the center of the El Machinery Ruins, kill those Tier 3 mechanical

guards, and explore Tier 3 tall buildings, and then there will be a lot of benefits.

By then, it would be enough for Lu Yuan to accumulate credits.

There is even more.

After giving them the things the last few seniors wanted, Yang Ping next to Lu Yuan

looked at Lu Yuan with envy:

"Brother Yuan, you posted this time! Credits shouldn't be short, right?"

McGonagall on the side was also full of envy: "I'll forget it, there are almost a million
credits, right? Looking at my own savings, I suddenly want to cry."

Si Tingfeng's eyes still had a look of surprise:

"Like Ayuan, who received nearly one million credits in just one month after enrolling
in school, it seems that our genius camp has never appeared since its establishment."

Lu Yuan smiled: "I still have a lot of credits short. I plan to buy a better transcendent
gene."

All three of Si Tingfeng's eyes widened when they heard Lu Yuan's words.

Yang Ping looked incredulous: "Brother Yuan, what extraordinary gene do you want to
buy?! One million is not enough?"

Lu Yuan smiled: "Secret."



Si Tingfeng and McGonagall looked at each other and smiled helplessly.

In just one month, Lu Yuan, a junior, has more credits than them. Who can stand it?

At this moment, the number calling machine on the side called the names of the four of
Lu Yuan.

Someone ended the combat power test, the virtual room was vacated, and it was their
turn.

The four of Lu Yuan got up and walked out of the hall with the others who were called.

After seeing Lu Yuan get up, all the students who were still in the lobby watched Lu
Yuan leave with a curious look.

"School brother Lu Yuan has already burned the lord-level gene, he is only
second-order."

"Yes, I heard that he was of ordinary origin, not a genius who inherited the genes of the
ancestors. It is incredible to be able to burn the genes of the lord at the second level.My
old man also heard about this, and he sent a message to tell me just now. Younger Lu
Yuan will at least be a war emperor from now on, so let me communicate with Lu
Yuan’s younger brother more."

"Hi, at least it is the Emperor of War... this talent is really enviable."

"I just don't know where Lu Yuan's schoolboy can rank this time?"

Si Ting Lei, who had not yet had his turn to test, flashed wisdom in his eyes and smiled

and said, "Now, in our genius camp, all the soldiers who burn the lord gene are all Tier
3 or above. It seems that there are only sixty-two people, right? The students all have

quite good physical skills, some even practiced spiritual skills, and some students who
burned the leader gene also mastered quite powerful physical skills, and they have good
combat power, and they can even compete with some weaker lords of the same level. In
World War I, it’s not necessarily worse than Lu Yuan’s junior. So I guess Lu Yuan’s
strength is probably around the 70th."

Hearing Si Ting Lei's analysis, most people nodded slightly and agreed.



"Student Si Tinglei’s analysis is well-founded, and Lu Yuan’s student is now just

breaking through to Tier 2, and he has burned the lord gene, and his strength is
definitely a bit different than that of the old lord. In addition, he has just entered school.
I'm afraid there is no achievement in physical skills. I think the seventies are indeed
about the same, maybe even lower."

A young man with a strong breath smiled and said.

"Wangcheng senior and Si Tinglei both said so, it shouldn't be much different."

"School Lu Yuan deserves to be a genius who can kill the natural king. He has only
been in school for a month? In the first test, he can be in the top 100 of the battle list,
or the ranking in the 70s, which is too strong. Except for those A natural lord who has

inherited high-level genes, or even a natural king, seems to have never had such a
student, right?"

"Yes, I'm afraid that Lu Yuan can enter the top 30 in the second year of school, and
even make it to the top 10 in the third year."

Thinking of this, everyone's eyes flickered with envy.

Although those who can enter the Red Maple Genius Camp are all geniuses, in the
entire Red Maple Empire, among the tens of millions of newcomers to genetic warriors,
only a few less than a thousand are enrolled. One can imagine how talented the students

here are.

But there is also a gap between geniuses.

In front of Lu Yuan, they already felt the gap.

Everyone looked forward to the huge screen on the side of the hall, with 930 names on

it, representing the students of the entire genius camp.

This is the ranking of the students in the entire genius camp, that is, the ranking of the
strength.

The number one ranked first is Su Xu, the second is Shi Xiu, and the third is Liu
Qingmei. Si Tingfeng, who is only in the fifth grade, is ranked ninth. Si Ting Lei and



Wang Cheng are both in the top three. Among the top ten, Si Ting Lei ranked 19th and
Wangcheng ranked 26th.

Because this is the first test for Lu Yuan, his current ranking is the 927th person by
default when he enrolled.

Now, everyone is curious as to how many places Lu Yuan can rank after the end of the

test.

…………

Virtual Room 302.

This is the room Lu Yuan rowed to.

After he entered, he found that the contents were almost exactly the same as the
simulation room of the martial arts gym.

For the simulation room, Lu Yuan has been to several times, so naturally he is already
very proficient.

Click on the virtual light curtain, there is an option on it that is different from the

simulation room, and that is the standard combat power test option.

This is what Lu Yuan needs to choose now to test its combat power.

After clicking, the white light spread and enveloped the edge of the land.

The next moment, Lu Yuan appeared on an endless white ground.

There is a mechanical sound:

"Dip, the combat power test begins, and it is detected that the student's cultivation base
is: Tier 2. The first level, the second-tier elite (0% tempering degree

After the mechanical sound ended, in front of Lu Yuan, a giant black tiger with a
shoulder height of nearly two meters appeared.

The aura of this giant black tiger happened to be Tier 2, but it was far worse than Lu
Yuan.



According to the prompt of the mechanical voice, this giant tiger should be an elite
level with a tempering degree of 0%.

After the giant tiger appeared, he roared and turned into an afterimage and rushed
towards Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan was expressionless, and hit the black giant tiger's head with a punch.

boom! !

Half of the black giant tiger's body was shattered, turning into a ball of white light and
dissipating.

The elite fierce beast was too weak for Lu Yuan now.

"Pass the first pass, do you have a ten-minute rest?"

"No need to rest, go on."

"Second level: second-order elite (10% tempering degree

Still a giant black tiger appeared.

But this time, the aura of that giant tiger was a little stronger than before.

Although still elite, the tempering degree has reached 10%.

For Lu Yuan, of course it didn't make a difference.

After each level, the black giant tiger is the opponent, and the tempering degree is
increased by 10% each time.

By the time of the ninth level, the tempering degree had reached 100%, that is, the
elite fierce beast of the second-order perfection.

Although for Lu Yuan, it was still a punch.

In the eleventh level, the opponent finally became different. It was a black- haired
kobold.

The kobold looked at Lu Yuan with a cold killing intent in his eyes.



Second-tier boss (0% tempering degree)

The boss-level kobold has a much stronger aura than the black giant tiger that had been
perfected before.

But it was still too weak for Lu Yuan. The kobold barked and rushed towards Lu Yuan,
and then he was blown by a punch by Lu Yuan.

Did not last a second.

Like the elite level, the boss level still increases the tempering degree by 10% in each

level.

At the thirty-first level, the opponent became a Kaman, and his strength was also
promoted to the second-tier boss (0% temperament)

Compared to the boss-level kobolds, this Kaman must be stronger, but for Lu Yuan, it
is still a punch.

In fact, if Lu Yuan had just made a breakthrough, or even had just evolved mechanical
control, facing the leader of the second-order peak, Lu Yuan would have to spend a lot
of effort to kill.

But now Lu Yuan also tempered a part of the white jade spirit body when he was in the
mechanical ruins of Aier, and he also blessed a complete set of lord- level genetic
weapons. The mere second-order peak leader did not pose any threat to him.

It didn't take long for Lu Yuan to blast the leader of the second-order pinnacle with a
punch, and he arrived at the forty-first level.

The forty-first level has changed back to a kobold, but the strength has reached the
second-tier lord (0% tempering degree).

At the lord level, Lu Yuan also needs to start to be more serious.

He took out his epee, white jade light flashed all over his body, and his breath rose
sharply.

The white jade spirit body runs at full capacity.



The kobold on the opposite side was a warrior of the assault system, holding a huge
mace, roaring, there were white flames flowing all over his body, turning into a stream
of light and rushing towards Lu Yuan.

Almost instantly, the kobold warrior had appeared in front of Lu Yuan, the mace in his
hand was raised high, and he slammed it down towards Lu Yuan with a strong vigor.

The howling wind shook Lu Yuan's hair slightly.

Lu Yuan's expression remained unchanged, his figure flickered, and he easily escaped
the attack of the kobold warrior. Then a sword with a strong white light drew across the

kobold warrior's neck.

The second-tier low-level lord, to Lu Yuan who was serious, was still unable to resist.

Lu Yuan continued to break through the barriers.

…………

In the hall.

Not long after Lu Yuan entered the virtual room, the students who had been paying
attention to Lu Yuan's name on the battle list found that Lu Yuan's name began to jump
upwards.

For the first time, it jumped from 927th to 914th.

Seeing Lu Yuan's name change, all the students were shocked.

"here we go!"

"How long has it been in? It hasn't been a minute yet? Lu Yuan's younger brother has
already passed almost 20 levels?"

Everyone's eyes flickered, watching Lu Yuan's ranking fiercely, and there was a lot of
discussion.

While they were discussing, Lu Yuan's ranking jumped almost every two seconds, and
soon rushed to the top 800, and was still going up.



"So fast! This is the speed of a spike all the way."

"But it can be understood that Lu Yuan's younger brother is a lord level, and the
opponent in front is definitely too weak for Lu Yuan's younger brother, and the result
will not be seen until later."

Si Ting Lei's eyes flickered, looking at Lu Yuan's ranking, he spoke lightly.

Wang Cheng, ranked 26th in the battle power list, is also looking at Lu Yuan's ranking
at the moment.

From Wang Cheng's point of view, although Lu Yuan is now a bit worse than him, I
am afraid that it will not be long before he will compete with him for ranking.

For this kind of potential opponent, Wang Cheng will naturally pay high attention.

Lu Yuan's name went all the way up, almost without stopping, and soon he was on the
list of 300 to 295.

"295, this ranking, the opponent should already be the leader level."

Wang Cheng stared at Lu Yuan's name and muttered to himself.

At this moment, the name jumped again and reached the 276th place.

The king's pupils shrank, a little astonished:

"So fast! Can the leader level also maintain such a fast clearance speed?! It seems that
Lu Yuan's strength is stronger than I thought."

Not only Wangcheng, other people were surprised when they saw this.

At this moment, the ranking jumped everywhere.

251st.

"Go up again! I'm 255! Gan, dropped one."

A delicate young man grinned, his expression a little helpless.



Although he had been mentally prepared before, it was still a bit uncomfortable when
he was really overtaken.

He was already in his third school year anyway, and he was overtaken by a younger
brother who had been in school for a month~www.mtlnovel.com~ This was too

uncomfortable.

Fortunately, this ranking does not affect his credit awards, otherwise he would have to
cry.

At this moment, everyone's eyes widened again.

Lu Yuan's ranking has risen again, this time to 199.

"Hi...Now Lu Yuan's opponent should be about 40% of the boss-level enemy? Or is it

a spike?!"

Everyone was shocked.

Even if it is a lord-level warrior who is new to the second-order, it is still a bit difficult
to achieve the same-level leader with a spike tempering degree of 40%.

At least two or three tricks are needed, right?

But Lu Yuan still killed in seconds.

Everyone was a little shocked.

Si Ting Lei's eyes flickered and he looked at the rankings: "It seems that this junior is
underestimated. Seventy is probably not his limit."
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